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a corpus in first-person: weegee and the performance of ... - city university of new york (cuny) cuny
academic works school of arts & sciences theses hunter college spring 5-9-2017 a corpus in first-person:
weegee and the weegee the famous - wordpress - 1935 weegee becomes a freelance photographer-1938
weegee becomes the first civilian with a police radio photographer unknown. weegee at his typewriter in the
trunk of his 1938 'chevy,' c.1943 pgwny334-1940 pm daily was created by ralph ingrersoll-1944 exhibition in
“art in progress”, museum of modern art-1946 publication of naked city weegee listening station
evaluationc - getty - opposite ends of the gallery; the weegee listening station was available at only one
entrance/exit. content on the weegee listening station included radio interviews with weegee himself. radio
talk show host mary margaret mcbride interviewed weegee for station weaf on july 11, 1945, shortly after the
publication of naked city, his press release weegee by weegee july 5th - fotocolectania - the ‘weege by
weegee’ exhibition follows the photographs and texts that the author published in his first five books: naked
city (1945), weegee's people (1946), naked hollywood (1953), weegee's creative camera (1959) and weegee's
creative photography (1964), as well as in the autobiography of the same title that he published in 1961.
weegee and warhol: voyeurism, shock and the discourse on ... - weegee and warhol: voyeurism, shock
and the discourse on criminality david hopkins a remarkable photograph from around the mid-1960s shows
new york's legendary newspaper photographer of ... his book naked city had propelled him to public notoriety
after its publication in 1945 but, like warhol, he strove hard to cultivate fame as a ... weegee at moca review
- liz goldner - once in l.a., a city he called "newark, new jersey with palm trees," weegee roamed the streets
with his camera, cigar in mouth, shooting eccentric looking los angelenos; the more unusual they were, the
more he liked them. he scoured storefronts for naked mannequins, shooting these in groups, calling them
"hollywood extras." weegee and the jewish question - american egypt - naked city (1945), weegee
moved away from photojournalism and became increasingly involved in both filmmaking and the use of
specialized distortion lenses. with the run- ... weegee and the jewish question - wide angle 19:4 5/26/11 2:37
pm of. david serlin jesse lernerwide angle, 9.. ... media release - icp - weegee: murder is my business due to
popular demand, the international center of photography (1133 avenue of the americas at 43rd street) has
extended weegee: murder is my business through september 2, 2012. the exhibition will now include
additional images, and facsimile editions of naked city (1945) and weegee’s people (1946) will be for
immediate release weegee’s story - duction of naked city and, in 1947, weegee relocat-ed to hollywood,
where he spent the next five years working on film and photo projects, including his “distortions,” a series of
manipulated images, prin-cipally portraits. in 1952, weegee returned to new york, living on 47th street until his
death in 1968. he spent his last he made blood and guts familiar and fabulous - weegee’s achievement is
multidimensional, reaching all the way to underground film, but its main base is photography and books of
photographs, especially the foundational noir classic “naked city,” a 1945 compilation of 229 images for which
weegee also wrote the text. its fashion the fashionable side of weegee - fashion the fashionable side of
weegee by lynn yaeger ann sheridan, c. 1947 this hollywood star, like so many glamorous women of a certain
time and place, is sporting a lush mink coat—an item of a once immutable symbol that a woman had arrived.
though still popular, this garment no longer exudes a special power. scene of the crime: photographs by
weegee - getty - naked hollywood new yor k: ber eley, 1955 lent by a private collector 76 “weegee’s men”,
december 1961 lent by a private collector 77 “weegee’s hot s hots: a camera wi ta buil in sense of humor
makes some crazy, mixed-up musicians”, may 1956 lent by a private collector weegee - artforum
international - including naked city, 1945, weegee's people, 1946, and naked hollywood, 1953. after moving
to hollywood in 1947, he devoted most of his energy to making 16-millimeter films and photographs for his
distortions series, a project that resulted in experimental portraits of celebrities and political figures. he ...
date & time event location august 22 – september 1 thurs ... - date & time event location august 22 –
september 1 printmaking installation – out of the matrix bso thurs, aug. 24, @5:30p.m. two truths & a lie:
weegee, zoe crosher, jessamyn lovell -artist talk: zoe crosher-reception in gallery 6:30-8p.m.
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